ACA completed a 4-week bedding & towel drive with total collected items of 178 from the following individuals: Merry Wu (2), Helen Sing (8), Tess Tchou (13), Ben Zheng Zin (15), George McCabee (53), Janilla Lee (14), Margaret Wang (3), Bao Qin Guo (8), Sue Sung (20), Shauching Tang (33), Wei Mei (9).

The ACA Board thanks all the donors who stopped at the Center and delivered their donated items. Thanks also to ACA Staff member Shirley Yee for her careful monitoring of the donated items. On April 6, ACA President Bernard Wong and Board member Sue Sung delivered all the collected items to the Cass Community Center. They also met with the center director and staff who conducted an informative tour. During that time, about 20 college students from different Michigan cities had just completed 3 hours of volunteer work to make thousands of sandwiches for the shelter’s residents including some veterans.

ACA hopes more people will commit to volunteer work like those young students to help those who are in need in devastated neighborhoods. It is the American spirit to help those who are vulnerable and who are in need. We hope more people will join the efforts of the ACA Board and Staff to participate in charity work whether through donation drives, volunteer work, or monetary donations to charities in the future.